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            Akshara Ravikumar
            12:39 17 Sep 22

            
                
                BEST PLACE EVER! I understood everything that I was learning in IB Biology and IB Chemistry.
            

        

    

        
                
            Shashi Rao
            15:06 21 May 22

            
                
                Brighter Peep is THE PLACE for preparation and applying for UK UniversitiesThey assist for UCAT, IELTS, Personal statement etc.
They have great Teachers, Counsellors and Admin staff like Ms Ashwani, Mr Vinod, Ms Rashmi, Ms Donita
            

        

    

        
                
            Caroline Susan
            15:57 19 May 22

            
                
                I was late to the whole graduation application process, but I found Brighter Prep at the correct time and they helped with all of my application processes and important documents. Special thanks to Ms. Ashwini for keeping my hope of going for grad studies alive and making it a reality. On my way to University of Maryland for Masters in Data Science and Analytics for the Fall 2022 batch.
            

        

    

        
                
            Ayushi Amin
            15:24 26 Feb 22

            
                
                Hey, this is Ayushi. The application process for US unis is a long and detailed journey. Brighter Prep has helped throughout every step of my application process. I am thankful for all the support provided by their team. Whether it’s enhancing my profile, crafting and editing my college essays, or keeping me up to date with the deadlines that had to be met. My mentors have been nothing but motivating and insightful.

My amazing counsellor Ashwini Ma'am has helped me with everything from finding a University that fits my personality and future goals, to being accepted into one of my top choices.

I would like to thanks my editor, Avni Ma'am for spending so much time helping me edit my essays and SOPs.

A big thanks to my co-ordinator Donita Ma'am, who was always willing to assist and guide me.

Working closely with Varun Sir, Ashwini Ma'am, Donita Ma'am and Avni Ma'am, I can wholeheartedly say that Brighter Prep genuinely care for their students!
Brighter prep has made my dream come true. I will be pursuing Masters in Computer Science at the University of Southern California starting in Fall 2022.
            

        

    

        
                
            Atomic crystal Gaming
            05:10 07 Dec 20

            
                
                Our experience with Brighter Test Prep Institute so far have been very very welcoming. Their ability to communicate with us parents and assess the educational and emotional needs of my son is outstanding. Varun and his faculty being professionals gave all ears to our concerns patiently and are providing great guidance to my son. Its been a great journey so far and with their professional yet simple approach, Adhved is geared for taking up his first step into university soon.
We sincerely wish Brighter test Prep a Bright Future ahead.

Thank you,

Warm Regards,

Rajesh Kutty
            

        

    

        
                
            Majd Raid
            10:27 24 Nov 20

            
                
                Thank you Brighter Prep I'm satisfied with my SAT scores  . It is a really amazing academy ,I highly recommend this center .
            

        

    

        
                
            Haniya Bano
            08:06 23 Oct 20

            
                
                It is a really amazing academy. I want to thank the teachers especially for helping me achieve the marks. I got a 800/800 in my chemistry SAT 2 test. I want to especially thank Mr Marwan for helping me by being my side and helping me through everything.
            

        

    

        
                
            Tala Halaseh
            08:58 21 Jul 20

            
                
                Thank you Brighter Prep, with your help I managed to get an overall result of 8 in my IELTS computer based exam! Thank you Rashmi you are a great tutor and thank you Sara for organizing my lessons on such a short notice and your help! I highly recommend this center
            

        

    

        
                
            Rishabh Bharadwaj
            08:51 22 Apr 20

            
                
                Brighter Prep has immensely helped me in my application process for medicine, all the way from the initial counseling session, to the preparation for the entrance exams and the application process. The guidance I received was invaluable in helping me secure all my offers. I'd highly recommend Brighter Prep to any one for guaranteed success in the cumbersome university application process.
            

        

    

        
                
            Arvind Sethu
            16:15 11 Feb 20

            
                
                Fantastic place. Great teachers and learning environment. Everyone is very helpful. Brighter Prep helped me improve my SAT score a lot. They provide excellent resources such as plenty of mock papers and the teaching is very good.
            

        

    

        
                
            Racha Helal
            13:14 12 Dec 19

            
                
                Highly recommended.. very good teachers and service in general is excellent..
Special thank to Marwan and Donita..
            

        

    

        
                
            Parvathy Nair
            19:24 20 Aug 19

            
                
                This is a great place to learn! Everyone is very friendly and the teachers are very knowledgable! I would definitely recommend studying here and the quality of teaching is wonderful.
            

        

    

        
                
            Anastassiya Romanova
            06:07 12 Jul 19

            
                
                It was a fantastic journey preparing for my EA test with Brighter Prep! I can not recommend enough its team of professionals! All of them are passionate about their work and keen on supporting the students with every little aspect. 

Donita is a face and an absolute star of the Brighter Prep! She is such an efficient, helpful and flexible specialist!
Mr Vinod is a math magician who makes his classes super exciting and easy to understand. 
Ladies for the Verbal section taught me eye-opening technics to crack the test's system and score high!

I will genuinely miss my weekend classes with Brighter Prep!
            

        

    

        
                
            Adresse Dahnous
            10:08 02 Jul 19

            
                
                I cannot stress how much they have helped me achieve my goals into getting into my MBA program. Really worth the money. Especially Mr. Vinod who has an amazing style of teaching helping grasp the concepts of math that I thought I couldnt achieve. Beyond worth it, good luck to all who decide to take their education to the next level.
            

        

    

        
                
            Amanjeet Singh
            17:40 01 Jul 19

            
                
                Brighter Prep played a vital role in my acceptance into London Business School. Even though I was working on such a tight deadline and schedule, everyone in Brighter Prep guided me really well to achieve what I have wanted for years, to do MBA from LBS. Be it preparation for Executive Assessment exam or emotional support during application and interview process, I believe Brighter Prep was always there to advice me with the best approach. Donita, Roshan, Vinod, Shreya, and most importantly Varun are all amazing professionals with extraordinary passion towards helping students progress in life and career.  

Varun is a superstar mentor, professional, and a friend who always gave utmost importance to my best interests. No matter how occupied he was, Varun went above and beyond in providing me guidance and support with everything. Really appreciate Varun's efforts & determination in guiding me to the right track and keeping me motivated to be successful at LBS.
 
Donita has been very helpful throughout the process, most importantly, she was always available to answer questions and help me connect with the right person. Roshan, Vinod and Shreya are excellent counsellors and instructors who help students thoroughly understand basics of writing, verbal, and quant. I am truly so grateful for everyone's partnership, and can't wait for an opportunity to work together in improving the quality of education and academic awareness for students globally. Thank you very much!! :)
            

        

    

        
                
            Francesca Day
            17:09 30 Jun 19

            
                
                I joined Brighter Prep to boost and improve my ACT score. As a student at a British School, I was not confident when it came to the ACT; however, the tutors at Brighter Prep provided a nurturing environment which allowed me to progress and achieve my desired ACT score. The support that Brighter Prep provides throughout the entire University application process is second to none. Roshan was my university counsellor and he was extremely supportive and patient throughout the entire journey. The quality of the advice made the application process clearer and as a result I was offered places in all of my chosen universities. Thank you Brighter Prep, and particularly Roshan!
            

        

    

        
                
            Meghna Jain
            13:14 03 Jun 19

            
                
                I joined Brighter Prep mainly for SAT coaching and counselling for university applications. The coaches are very patient and each of their classes is effective. Donita helped me a lot when I needed extra classes or wanted extra resources to practice. Roshan and Nishant, my counsellors, have guided me and helped me improve my application. Overall, The entire team is extremely supportive and I am grateful for all their efforts.
            

        

    

        
                
            Aya Layth
            10:12 27 May 19

            
                
                I would like to express my gratitude and appreciation to Sara for her kind help in my SAT exam. Despite the fact that I lived abroad, Sara offered me a huge support and when I had any questions she answered straight away. She is very professional, polite and positive individual. Personally, I had an excellent service from Brighter Prep and definitely would recommend Sara for everyone preparing for their SAT exams.
            

        

    

        
                
            Smith Kachhy
            10:42 26 Apr 19

            
                
                I joined Brighterprep as I was struggling to put in a competitive B School application. Varun ,the founder of the institute, along with his sidekick, Roshan, helped me to put together some very well written essays. The whole essay writing process was organic where they helped me to brainstorm stories rather than ghost writing them for me. Varun & team helped me to streamline my efforts and put in applications which I feel very proud of. What differentiates this institute is that they are not merely a bunch of competitive academia professionals but also great sounding boards who are empathetic of the candidates' professional lives. The institute attracts students from all nationalities which underlines how well it embraces diversity. I am indebted to these guys for helping me to evolve into a more complete professional.
            

        

    

        
                
            Mehul Panicker
            15:39 12 Apr 19

            
                
                Joined Brighter Prep having absolutely no idea how I was going to get into a university for an MBBS course. Honestly don't believe I would've even gotten an offer if not for Roshan and Donitha. Roshan had the answers to every question I could ask and Donitha was extremely supportive throughout the entire ordeal. Would like to express my deepest gratitude to them both and all the other staff at Brighter Prep.
            

        

    

        
                
            Aditya Das
            06:11 12 Apr 19

            
                
                I joined Brighter Prep for the UKCAT course when their last batch was about to commence. I had just 1 month to prepare for the exams. The course was so effective and well designed that I could take the exams confidently. Their mock Multiple Mini Interviews (MMI) was very precise. It was an exact simulation of how MMI's take place in the colleges. So I found myself on familiar turf during the actual MMI. The preparation was tough and intense, but all along the staff encouraged and motivated me. They were there for me every step of the way.  I would in particular like to thank  Roshan Sir and Sara Ma'am for their help and guidance. I think that Brighter Prep is an excellent institute for preparing for UKCAT  entrance exams.
            

        

    

        
                
            Prachet Jain
            13:52 11 Apr 19

            
                
                Brighter Prep has been instrumental in helping me gain acceptances into some of the top Universities of the world. Their staff, notably Varun and Roshan, personalised their advice to fit my portfolio and helped me exhibit the best version of myself to the  admissions officers of universities. Their instructors for standardised testing, notably Vinod, helped me achieve brilliant scores in all the necessary tests. 
I highly recommend them for securing a bright future!
            

        

    

        
                
            Emile Anand
            13:21 08 Apr 19

            
                
                I went to Brighter Prep approximately a year before I sent in my applications to the US and UK. During my time at Brighter Prep, I met and worked with various counselors and editors (Mr. Varun, Ajay, and Roshan), who threw light on the admissions process on the whole, helped me brainstorm the content for my essays, and helped me rework, reshape, and finalize them (something which I think is the main crux of applications to the US). They were extremely warm, friendly, and effective: 
by helping me set deadlines and SMART personal goals, they worked closely with me, helping me throughout the entire process. Mr. Varun helped me gather greater self-confidence, and was able to guide me throughout the entire applications process. 

As a culmination of my application, I was admitted into the undergraduate programs for Caltech, UPenn, UC Berkeley, Columbia, Imperial College London, UCL, and few others. This fall, I will join Caltech's class of 2023 to study and engage in research in the field of Physics. 

I'd like to give a massive thank you to the Brighter Prep team!
            

        

    

        
                
            Kaivalya Vohra
            12:05 07 Apr 19

            
                
                Brighter Prep helped me massively to prepare for the ACT and as a result I got a perfect score of 36. My counselor, Varun, has also been helping me a lot with my essays and university decisions for which I'm very grateful.
            

        

    

        
                
            T L
            06:46 18 Mar 19

            
                
                I approached Brighter Prep approximately three months before a deadline to apply for Harvard and Columbia. I was lucky enough to be matched with Vinod, who turned out to be an extremely patient, kind and effective math tutor. Vinod worked closely with me, and he always maintained his kind and funny sense of humour, even when I contacted him outside of work hours when I had issues with practice problems. Most importantly, even in times of great stress and self-doubt, Vinod was able to guide me back and help me focus on the bigger picture. Ultimately, my GRE Q score increased by 12 points, and I was accepted into both universities of my choice. Thank you Vinod and the whole Brighter Prep team.
            

        

    

        
                
            yash kirpalani
            12:33 10 Mar 19

            
                
                Hi my name is Yash Kirpalani, studying in Dubai Scholars Private School. I was absolutely clueless about my future studies and career choices. After i got guidance from Brighter Prep and especially my counsellor, Mr. Nishant, I managed to get three offers so far from Western University, Mc Master University and York University in Canada.
            

        

    

        
                
            N VEERA RAGHAVAIAH
            03:17 24 Jan 19

            
                
                My son from CBSE background, wants to do Law in UK,  the school counsellor discouraged us, saying not possible to get admission but when i met Admission consultant at Brighter Prep,  he gave us Road map how to get in, my son just followed it, finally got in Univ of Aberdeen (5th Rank in UK).
            

        

    

        
                
            surya surendran
            13:38 10 Sep 18

            
                
                It's Very innovative Admission Consulting Process, i found them online, Called Center, they did book an appointment with Consultant, got convinced, taken their B-School Admission Consulting Package, easy to communicate with Consultants. Finally i got into Mc Master in Canada. Thank you Brighter Prep Team.
            

        

    

        
                
            Omar Kahla
            13:29 02 Sep 18

            
                
                I was confused over universities i should I apply to and then I met admission consultant at Brighter Prep. They really helped me a lot and gave me career guidance with educational counseling. Anyone wants to study overseas should reach out to Brighter Prep.
            

        

    

        
                
            Ameer Khan
            10:20 08 Jul 18

            
                
                I have opted for GMAT Test coaching. I will have to say the way of teaching is very professional and very much understandable. I have opted for review sessions as well. We were a Batch of 7-8 students and the type of attention each student gets is more useful. Their problem solving techniques and the easy way to retain it in our memory is amazing. i would suggest Brighterprep.com if you are seriously planning for a good score.
            

        

    

        
                
            Ishan Menezes
            08:24 03 Jul 18

            
                
                I have been tutored by teachers from this organisation and they have helped me understand the concepts and learn for the SATs.
            

        

    

        
                
            Abdullah Bakhrebah
            07:29 06 Jun 18

            
                
                Highly recommend them. They simplify questions and help greatly in achieving a higher score
            

        

    

        
                
            Anne Dominic
            14:03 28 May 18

            
                
                I was greatly impressed by the help provided by Brighter prep for my Application to study medicine in the UK. Their staff are not only well mannered and friendly, but are also extremely qualified and helpful.
            

        

    

        
                
            Mahabb Parwaiz
            06:57 05 May 18

            
                
                I sought help from Brighter Prep to help prepare for the GRE. They have an excellent team of instructors who help students understand the material thoroughly. Most importantly, the instructors are always available to answer questions and help review material. I find their reviews to be really useful for my preparation.
            

        

    

        
                
            Divyendu Mishra
            13:42 23 Apr 18

            
                
                Brighter Prep is best institute for the aspirants looking for higher studies abroad. They not only help to prepare for different Tests required for getting Admissions, but also help in the Applications...
            

        

    

        
                
            Fadl Safadi
            12:12 04 Apr 18

            
                
                Brighter Prep team was the best support i had during my MBA admission preparation.
            

        

    

        
                
            AKAS SABHARWAL
            15:18 01 Apr 18

            
                
                The experience was great! I undertook and internship there for a week and my experience was like an experience like no other. The staff was amazing as they gave me tasks to do which in turn would benefit me as well as them. Also, I learned many applicable tasks which I can be able to implement in my studies. Brighter Prep are amazing!
            

        

    

        
                
            Nitesh Duraivel
            13:11 29 Mar 18

            
                
                The teaching staffs are very good, and it helps you to reach your dream university by preparing you for SAT, GMAT or IELTS
            

        

    

        
                
            Thor God of Thunder
            13:10 29 Mar 18

            
                
                They have very good teachers and I highly recommend to join this
            

        

    

        
                
            Abdulla Kadhim
            22:48 20 Dec 17

            
                
                Excellent institution, Vinod and Iunia were great help in my preparation for SAT  . I really appreciate it because without them I wouldn’t be accepted into top ranked universities like Leeds,bath and Warwick.Really friendly staff (Donita ) is also very helpful.
            

        

    

        
                
            Haydar K
            16:13 25 Nov 17

            
                
                Fantastic GMAT Prep team (Both Vinod and Iunia) as well as a wonderful support staff. An amazing consultant for MBA applications that really helps tailor your application to perfection.
            

        

    

        
                
            jyothsna joe
            16:09 09 Nov 17

            
                
                Brighter Prep the best institute for GRE coaching it will not just land you in good universities will help you for your brightest future
            

        

    

        
                
            Bianca Badando
            10:36 08 Nov 17

            
                
                Brighterprep has indeed been very encouraging and helpful in my SAT journey. Given that it was my first time to try it out, the staff has been so accommodating and I would highly recommend them to anyone thinking of taking the SAT. Thank you sir vinod, sir marwan, ms donita and sir matthew!
            

        

    

        
                
            Pedanandi padu
            15:14 01 Nov 17

            
                
                Good training Institute for GMAT 1 to 1 classes. I recommend this institute for Executive MBA Candidates or Regular MBA .
            

        

    

        
                
            Karan Bhanushali
            20:31 18 Oct 17

            
                
                One of the best classes i have attended till date throughout my career. Following points are worth noting and worthy of a praise:-
1) Excellent Professors (Both Vinod and Iunia) - Iunia makes Verbal learning fun and provides necessary understanding of the concepts effortlessly. She is friendly and easy to connect. Vinod is brilliant at Quant and brought me to a different level altogether.
2) Helpful Support staff. Thank you Donita and other members of the team.
3)Study room available for almost entire day - This is very useful once you finish with your scheduled curriculum and are slogging to achieve your target score.
4) Superb practice tests and study material - The practice tests are tough and give you very good estimate of your current level. 
5) Master Classes and Revision Classes - They help you to stay in touch with professors and GMAT itself if you work while preparing for the exam.

-Karan Bhanushali
GMAT score 700
            

        

    

        
                
            Grand Admiral THRAWN
            10:04 05 Oct 17

            
                
                I love it, it is the best sat prep center in the UAE, I highly recommend it for anyone who wants to take sat
            

        

    

        
                
            Dr.Prasad S.V.
            12:21 02 Oct 17

            
                
                My Son did SAT Course and College Admission Services from Dubai branch. He got in to Kings College London. I recommend Mr.Varun Jain for the whole process. Thank you Brighter prep Team
            

        

    

        
                
            Ritu Kurien
            08:00 23 Sep 17

            
                
                Coaching instructors are helpful and provide an indepth explanation of concepts necessary to master the GRE that make practice and execution much easier
            

        

    

        
                
            fardeen meeran
            16:50 19 Sep 17

            
                
                It's a great place for training   for SATs and great people who are willing to help students out .
            

        

    

        
                
            Neha Suresh
            16:50 19 Sep 17

            
                
                The staff is great and very supportive. Great for maths help :)
            

        

    

        
                
            Medha Maindwal
            15:30 12 Sep 17

            
                
                Brighter prep helped me transform my ACT grade dramatically and the teachers are really helpful as they find time in their busy schedules to arrange one on one sessions as well.
            

        

    

        
                
            kiran kumar
            11:06 12 Sep 17

            
                
                I improved my IELTS Score to 7.5 Band, The Trainer is amazing, I recommend this Training Center .
            

        

    

        
                
            fasil riya p
            06:58 05 Sep 17

            
                
                Gmat trainers are amazing. They helped me a way head.  I recommend this institutes.
            

        

    

        
                
            Akshaya Kalyanaraman
            14:43 08 Aug 17

            
                
                Brighter Prep was a really knowledgeable and amazing experience for my GRE exams. Both Vinod sir and Lunia mam are wonderful. 
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BRIGHTER DUBAI
			Unit 1706, 1 lake plaza, Cluster T, Near Sobha Realty Metro Station, JLT – Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Call Now :  971 552007539



		
BRIGHTER SHARJAH
			Sharjah,

United Arab Emirates

Call Now :  971 552007539



		
BRIGHTER ABU DHABI
			Abu Dhabi,

United Arab Emirates

Call Now :  971 552007539
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